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SYNOPSIS

The TA’ANG, a Burmese ethnic minority, are caught between a civil war and the chinese border. Since early 2015, heavy fights have forced thousands of children, women and older people on an exodus across the border, into China. TA’ANG follows the daily life of these refugees, forced to leave their home but hopping to return there soon.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

This film was shot in China’s Yunnan Province near the border with the Kokang region of neighbouring Myanmar. Following civil war in Kokang province, around 100,000 ethnic Ta Ang, Han, Dai and Burmese took refuge in the small river valleys of the Sino-Myanmar border region. These refugees have been surviving on the meagre food supplies they brought with them, gifts from civil society groups, or food bought from local Chinese merchants with whatever cash they still have.

We filmed life in the two refugee camps of Maidihe and Chachang, which were sheltering around 4000 and 2000 refugees respectively. Living conditions and camp locations are constantly changing due to overcrowding, with many people camping by the roadside. Many refugees are staying with relatives or friends in the small villages along the border. Most of them are doing odd jobs for local Chinese farmers, to make enough money to get by, usually helping with the sugar-cane harvest. We filmed several Ta Ang and Dai women living in Chachang camp, including Jin Xiaoman and Jin Xiaoda who had come across the border into China with their children and old folk from their villages.

The refugees in the camp are constantly being moved from one place to another, so the women push further into Chinese territory to the village of Baiyan, provisionally making camp on the outskirts. During the day they go into the village to look for work. At night there is not enough room in the tent, so they pass the time talking by the fire while the children sleep inside.
One day those refugees described in extended fireside conversations what many ordinary citizens went through in the Kokang conflict, their own experience of the terrors of the war, their escape, how they witnessed fellow villagers or relatives being beaten up, massacred, or forcibly enrolled as combatants.

For Xiaoman, this life as a refugee with her two children is one of constant fear and stress. She despairs of her future and thinks about suicide, but keeps going regardless, looking after her own two children, as well as the other young and old people with her, while constantly thinking about her husband and their friends who have stayed behind.

She wants to make life better for her children, but can’t earn enough to give them a regular square meal. Some of the women’s husbands are in the army back in Burma, others have to stay to take care of the old people who can’t travel, and to guard the family’s home and property. But many families have been robbed of all they had, and their livestock have died for lack of care.

Chaheba is the area nearest to the Sino-Burmese border where around 700 refugees are now living scattered among different villages only about two kilometres from the war zone. Between 20-23 April 2015, fighting was particularly fierce. The sound of guns and explosions coming steadily closer to Chaheba caused growing anxiety among the refugees, who began to move deeper into the mountains, carrying their children and a few belongings. Now night is falling. The women and children have found a recently-built shelter. They make a fire and stop for the night.
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